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From: Chambers. Michael
To: Arner. Frank; Haagensen. Brian; Finney, Patrick; Ambrosini. Josephine
Subject: RE: MS3 - Items
Date: Monday, February 10, 2014 3:29:04 PM

I'm pretty sure I passed that question on to Tom on Thursday. We should see it on the updated
question list or on a new CR. i.e. why two of three trips exceeded Mechanical trip setpoint w/o tripping.

I did review the latest OST test performed 1/26/14. Mechanical OST acceptance criteria is 4800 to
4900. As found was 4890, 4792, and 4790. Mech OST setpoint adjusted and As left was 4860, 4880
and 4865. (Normal, mechanical drifts a little during warmup, and with ramp rate, the slower the
acceleration the later the trip, i.e. higher rpm, opposite for higher acceleration usually trips earlier
though you will not find this factoid in the vendor manuals).

Electrical was 4738 as found. FYI, three previous OST tests performed over the last year the electrical
OST setpoint was not adjusted, very little change, only a few rpm between the tests.

----- Original Message -----
From: Arner, Frank
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 6:39 PM
To: Haagensen, Brian; Finney, Patrick; Ambrosini, Josephine
Cc: Chambers, Michael
Subject: RE: MS3 - Items

Yes, I think the question should be asked relative to why in the OD they stated the PPC got to 5318
rpm or so when it tripped, yet the mechanical OS trip was not actuated. The other trip in January I
believe was 5018 rpm or so which is above the mechanical setpoint. Perhaps they were faulty readings
but the station should make a statement regarding that.

I guess the accompanying question would be did they test the mechanical OS trip in all of these recent
revolutions in the last week or so? I'm thinking they said they did and it was on target.

I'm not aware of anything unusual they found regarding the mechanical trip setup, but it is strange that
it did not trigger based on that PPC rpm reading up to 5300 rpm on the one event.

Regarding the other issue, I believe they would normally be aligned to the DWST, so in any other test,
such as min flow quarterly or the accelerated weekly tests or actual events, this offset between CST and
DWST would not apply. I believe it only would apply when they do the full flow testing in Mode 3.

The last calibration data they had showed that at pressures of 1800 psig, their PPC actually indicated
about 5 psig higher than what it should have by inputting a signal into the loop simulating 1800 psig.
Also they believe the RV should be set to be right on the money at setpoint with respect to
operability ..... however with respect to design and allowable tolerance and testing, they certainly have to
look at either finding more margin or reducing the tolerances.

They are in at the very least an operable but degraded with respect to design allowable tolerances
condition.

One other thing to note, is that I believe on an SI signal or signal where AFW is required, the FCV's to
the SGs go open. This will obviously result in discharge pressures on the order of 1300 psig or so which
take away any concern with margin to the RV setpoint. Now, in the midst of event response, as they
begin later to control SG levels.. .they may decide to back off flow all the way down to minimum flow
conditions. It is at these conditions, as I recall that the importance of slowly closing the FCVs with
standingnight orders comes into play to avoid the 1832 psig ranges.
One could argue that even if they did simmer or open the RV, the increase in flow.several hundred
gallons per minute, would drop rpm as it would load the turbine down, and result in a discharge system



pressure reduction... .which should then reseat the RV given a good working RV. However, I agree that
it is imperative to not get to the point where this RV would open, given the lack of margin, the
challenge to the speed increase if it were to reclose... loss of several hundred gpm, and potential to
increase pressure right back up to the point of re-opening it again.

It's imperative operators now follow this 15 second time requirement when dropping flows to minimum
flow conditions.

Jo and Brian, I also asked about the conditions when feeding the suction with SW... .which I think would
be the highest pressure condition above and beyond the DWST .... they were going to review that as
well.

F

----- Original Message -----
From: Haagensen, Brian
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 9:57 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Ambrosini, Josephine
Cc: Arner, Frank; Chambers, Michael
Subject: RE: MS3 - Items

Thanks for your help.

Wed will follow up with them on Monday.

They will probably want to use an RMS instrument error approach (rather than a straight sum) to
address the combination of the two instrument accuracies (RV45 and instrument loop) and add the
DWST/CST head difference. This will provide a result that is slightly different.

As far as the overspeed trips go, we have asked this question before and they have previously stated
that the overspeed trip did not actuate. The vendor told them that the electric trip usually actuates and
prevents the overspeed trip from occurring on an overspeed event. I am not sure if they can
reconstruct if the electrical vs. mechanical OS trip sequence at this point but we can ask the question to
get it into the inspection record.

Brian

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 10:49 PM
To: Haagensen, Brian; Ambrosini, Josephine
Cc: Arner, Frank; Chambers, Michael
Subject: MS3 - Items

MS3 Residents,
Two items:

1) I reviewed the OD0000577. One thing that I am not sure I agree with is the guidance going
forward for discharge pressure. During the writeup they talk about the pressure instrument, the
tolerance of the loop and the DWST head difference from the CST (thanks to Frank). In the summary
of comp measures, they say that they should declare the system inop if discharge pressure gets to
1831.5 (1850 psig setpt of RV45 -1% tolerance). However, I think they need to declare the system
inop if discharge pressure gets to 1815psig (that would be 1815 as read on the instrument + 6psig
DWST head difference and 10.5psig for the instrument loop tolerance).



2) I am not sure that we got an answer from Dominion on the three overspeed trips. Specifically,
two of three appear to have reached the mechanical overspeed setting. We need them to add this to
the question bank if not already done and also ask whether this was captured in their CAP. (Frank and
Mike can chime in if they already got an answer on this. I think it is important that it be in their CAP
and I am not aware of this being done yet.)

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
856-935-3850



From: Ambrosini, Josephine
To: Haaaensen. Brian Finney. Patrick
Subject: RE: MS3 - CR?
Date: Monday, August 11, 2014 9:30:00 AM

I talked to licensing. They are going to check out a few things (1) what, if anything, did
Dominion do with this IN at the time of its issuance and (2) determine whether our
characterization of the issue requires further analysis on their part (i.e. a CR).

We'll bring it up with Cleary tomorrow at our routine meeting and see where they're
heading. I mean, they don't have to do anything in response to an IN, but it appears to
have been pretty relevant to the challenges they experienced and I'm surprised the root
cause didn't see it that way.

From: Haagensen, Brian
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 7:55 AM
To: Finney, Patrick
Cc: Ambrosini, Josephine
Subject: RE: MS3 - CR?

I think we have exhausted our ability to find the IN on our own. Next step is to ask
Dominion for the "official answer" and that's up to Jo at this point.

Brian

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 7:53 AM
To: Haagensen, Brian
Cc: Ambrosini, Josephine
Subject: RE: MS3 - CR?

Brian,
Thanks for the look. Didn't want to duplicate efforts but Jo was looking at this also.

The real crux for me is: assuming my assessment stays in the report, it is the only
assessment paragraph without an accompanying CR entry.



From: Finney, Patrick

To: Ambrosini. Joseohine

Subject: RE: MS determines water between the AOV and MOV "does not adversely impact TDAFWP operability/reliability
nor does it adversely impact any other plant design aspect'

Date: Friday, March 07, 2014 2:40:25 PM

I tend to think this is also incorrect. I expect to see the water as a causal factor in their RCA. The fact
that it was spraying water and steam onto the control valve stem resulted in some corrosion mentioned
in CAP.

Just FYI.

From: Ambrosini, Josephine
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 08:20
To: Finney, Patrick; Arner, Frank; Chambers, Michael; Cook, William
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Schmidt, Wayne; Krohn, Paul; Krafty, James; Haagensen, Brian
Subject: MS determines water between the AOV and MOV "does not adversely impact TDAFWP
operability/reliability nor does it adversely impact any other plant design aspect"

Attached please find Millstone's assertion that water is not what caused the TDAFW overspeed trips.
This came out of the analysis (ETE and OD) that they recently performed when they found water in the
lines above the "acceptable" limit during UTs and will support the eventual restoration of the D steam
admission line. FSRC appropriately challenged engineering to go back and figure out why they thought
water was the cause back in Nov/Dec; hence they wrote this CR.

We have not looked at the ETE or OD as FSRC requested some other unrelated changes and did not
approve the documents at this time.

I'm bringing this up to the SIT because rumor has it that the root cause report determined that water
was a factor in the root cause. The root cause is still draft (we haven't seen it, nor do I intend on
reviewing it while in draft form) so there is time for them to reconcile this new technical information. If
for whatever reason they decide not to change the draft conclusions, I'd ask the SIT to probe into this
apparent discrepancy. They can't say water is fine in one document to allow them to stay out of an
LCO, but then claim it is a problem in another document as part of how they are presenting their story
to us.



From: Haagensen, Brian
To: Cook, William; Arner. Frank; Finney. Patrick; Chambers, Michael

Cc: McKinley. Raymond; Ambrosini, Joseohine

Subject: RE: MS3 - More on loctite
Date: Monday, June 16, 2014 1:43:00 PM

Bill, Frank, Pat, Mike (sounds like a rock band),

Finally getting a moment to respond to your questions from Bill's previous email.

We wrote a Green FIN following the misaligned cam follower in August. To address the
governor/linkage issues, we drafted a Green FIN that stated that they failed to adequately
assess the cause(s) of the TDAFW pump governor oscillations when the prepared an OD
to justify continued operations. The use of Loctite may or may not be allowed by their
maintenance procedures. We did not know if the oscillations were caused by the governor
compensator adjustment, binding in the control valve stem or a misaligned linkage that
was experiencing excessive resistance. We selected the best course of action as writing a
finding that stated - 'you failed to justify the operability of the TDAFW pump'. We
expected this finding would cause them to reevaluate the specific direct causes. Our
intent was to wrap the direct causes all together into an effective plan that would lay out a
case to correct the problem.

There were other performance deficiencies that occurred throughout the long history of the
TDAFW pump that ultimately lead to overspeed trips - beginning in May 2013. But in
August (following the Unit 3 trip and corrective maintenance on the TDAFW pump), the
pump had passed the surveillance tests (both full flow and min flow) and the direct
problems that had been identified (Loctite, misaligned cam follower etc.) were fixed. They
used Loctite on the threaded fastener that held the cam follower bearing in place but I can
find nothing that prohibits this maintenance practice. As you know, we usually don't write
multiple findings against the multiple performance deficiencies that result or contribute to a
single event unless that event is especially significant. We tried to the select the PD that
best captures the overall significance of the event, sends the right message, and gets
them to correct the problem(s). In this case, we were very concerned that the reliability of
the TDAFW pump had been reduced and they had not identified the cause(s). But the
reduction in reliability may or may not have reached the threshold of the loss of reasonable
assurance of operability (in my eyes - yes; in their eyes - no). Only after the OS trips -
using 20x20 hindsight - did it clearly did meet this threshold. But in the moment, this
determination was not clear to both the licensee. The licensee's position was that the
TDAFW pump was operable throughout this period escalating involvement by the NRC
until the January OS trip event. Without an objective criteria for the reasonable assurance
standard, this decision becomes a matter of judgment to be made by positional authority.

Finally, I would place little credence in what the vendor was telling-the licensee at the time
unless you spoke to the vendor personally - and alone (as I think Frank Arner did). I have

-found that what the licensee said that they vendor said is what the licensee wanted to
hear. I have also found that the vendor will tell the NRC what the licensee wants us to
hear at the time. It is only when one has a private conversation with the vendor - that the
vendor believes will not be relayed back to the licensee - that the vendor states his or her
true assessment of the conditions.



Brian

From: Cook, William
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 10:04 AM
To: Arner, Frank; Finney, Patrick; Chambers, Michael
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine; Haagensen, Brian; Krohn, Paul
Subject: RE: MS3 - More on loctite

All,

Good insights and views (including previous emails). The key questions for us are: 1) was
there a PD associated with the cam bearing coming loose? (based upon RCE001 111, no
licensee identified cause was articulated, but to prevent recurrence Loctite was applied -
in my opinion, this fails way short of identifying the cause(s) and does not provide
assurance that the maintenance procedure or practices were or were not adequate and
have or have not been revised; I believe the team needs to better understand the
licensee's response to this issue and determine if there was a PD or not; is it possible that
the wrong bearing set-up the condition that caused the retaining nut to back out, with all
other aspects of the maintenance activity the same as in the past, OR, did the mechanics
not perform the maintenance correctly, OR, was the maintenance procedure inadequate,
or???? 2) assuming there is a PD, the next question is, although the TDAFWP started
and ran for 3.5 hours, would it have continued to run long enough to meet its "mission
time"? We have the MRE (attached) that claims, with vendor representative review, that it
remained fully functional, in spite of the condition of the bearing. This evaluation implies
that the condition wouldn't have gotten any worse and therefore the TDAFWP would have
remained fully functionally beyond the time period it actually ran. TDAFWP mission time
for PRA purposes is typically 24 hours. Millstone may be able to justify some shorter
period of time associated with getting the plant from hot shutdown to cold shutdown. As of
today, I do not believe the team has reasonable assurance that the licensee's claim of
operability (for the mission time) has been adequately supported and we need to challenge
Dominion's determination; and 3) if there is another PD and TDAFWP mission time is
compromised, I'll need to work with the Dominion PRA folks to determine the risk?

I propose we all talk on Monday 6/16 to discuss the above questions and concerns.
Perhaps collectively, we have some of the information/answers, we need. But we should
clarify for ourselves what our additional inspection objectives/needs are before engaging
the Millstone staff.

Let me know if Monday is good or offer alternatives (date and time). I will set-up the
bridge once I hear from everyone.

Thanks,
Bill

From: Arner, Frank
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 7:13 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Chambers, Michael; Cook, William
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine
Subject: RE: MS3 - More on loctite



I'll assume the oscillations began down near the fully bottom end of cam slot (more
closed), with full steam pressure and no load, minimum flow. That's when from what I
recall the governor and linkage has the greatest force available to deliver to the plate and
stem due to the relative positions of the linkage and cam multiplier.

Oscillations at this point, (minimum flow conditions) observed in this response... are the
most threatening to approaching overspeed setpoint. In scenario of concern for us, would
be fire, etc. where only TDAFW available and would need higher flowrates to satisfy decay
heat levels for awhile... if operators feed too much and SG levels settle out and they need
to back off level due to feeding to much vs. decay heat levels then they could approach
this same identified condition .... oscillations at minimum flow. Machine still needs to
reposition once they see they need more level again.., probably not much but a bit.

Not sure if they opened the min flow valve in this scenario, but approached it. If they did,
its design is to reclose. If it didn't reclose and failed, you could divert 400-600 gpm, but at
that point in scenario, may not need more than 400 gpm or less going back to SG for
decay heat and energy losses. Levels in DWST would still be high so NPSH not much a
concern for awhile.

Just some initial thoughts to consider, and I may be off base with some assumptions

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2014 8:13 PM
To: Arner, Frank; Chambers, Michael; Cook, William
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine
Subject: MS3 - More on loctite

Eng logs
* 8/10/13 14:05 review of real time dynamic response data, speed oscillations at 109

minutes into run
0 8/11/13 04:14 as found conditions: lock nut for cam follower backed off and

contacting back plate. Cam follower displaced almost full width (3/8") out of cam
slot. Lock nut tightened finger tight to put follower back into position in slot and
snugged with wrench... decision that follower will need replaced... joe rigatti
recommended that we check for excessive lateral movement of cam plate due to
potential problem/wear at front pivot point. Mtnc agreed to do this during
reassembly. Sys eng and mntc recommended that Loctite be allowed to be used on
cam follower jam nut to precent it from loosening and backing off again.., no
special engineering paper or approval needed for a reasonable and careful
application of Loctite on a fastener such as this... applied 1 drop of Loctite 222 (low
strength) to cam follower nut during reassembly. Nut tightened snug. No torque for
jam nut is specified in C MP 711 section 4.6.

Pat Finney

Salem SRI

856-935-3850



Krohn, Paul

From: Cook, William
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 10:04 AM
To: Arner, Frank; Finney, Patrick; Chambers, Michael
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine; Haagensen, Brian; Krohn, Paul
Subject: RE: MS3 - More on loctite
Attachments: MRE for 8_9_13 TDAFWP condition.pdf

All,

Good insights and views (including previous emails). The key questions for us are: 1) was there a PD
associated with the cam bearing coming loose? (based upon RCE001 111, no licensee identified cause was
articulated, but to prevent recurrence Loctite was applied - in my opinion, this fails way short of identifying the
cause(s) and does not provide assurance that the maintenance procedure or practices were or were not
adequate and have or have not been revised; I believe the team needs to better understand the licensee's
response to this issue and determine if there was a PD or not; is it possible that the wrong bearing set-up the
condition that caused the retaining nut to back out, with all other aspects of the maintenance activity the same
as in the past, OR, did the mechanics not perform the maintenance correctly, OR, was the maintenance
procedure inadequate, or???? 2) assuming there is a PD, the next question is, although the TDAFWP started
and ran for 3.5 hours, would it have continued to run long enough to meet its "mission time"? We have the
MRE (attached) that claims, with vendor representative review, that it remained fully functional, in spite of the
condition of the bearing. This evaluation implies that the condition wouldn't have gotten any worse and
therefore the TDAFWP would have remained fully functionally beyond the time period it actually ran. TDAFWP
mission time for PRA purposes is typically 24 hours. Millstone may be able to justify some shorter period of
time associated with getting the plant from hot shutdown to cold shutdown. As of today, I do not believe the
team has reasonable assurance that the licensee's claim of operability (for the mission time) has been
adequately supported and we need to challenge Dominion's determination; and 3) if there is another PD and
TDAFWP mission time is compromised, I'll need to work with the Dominion PRA folks to determine the risk?

I propose we all talk on Monday 6/16 to discuss the above questions and concerns. Perhaps collectively, we
have some of the information/answers, we need. But we should clarify for ourselves what our additional
inspection objectives/needs are before engaging the Millstone staff.

Let me know if Monday is good or offer alternatives (date and time). I will set-up the bridge once I hear from
everyone.

Thanks,
Bill

From: Arner, Frank
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 7:13 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Chambers, Michael; Cook, William
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine
Subject: RE: MS3 - More on loctite

I'll assume the oscillations began down near the fully bottom end of cam slot (more closed), with full steam
pressure and no load, minimum flow. That's when from what I recall the governor and linkage has the greatest
force available to deliver to the plate and stem due to the relative positions of the linkage and cam multiplier.

Oscillations at this point, (minimum flow conditions) observed in this response... are the most threatening to
approaching overspeed setpoint. In scenario of concern for us, would be fire, etc. where only TDAFW
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available and would need higher flowrates to satisfy decay heat levels for awhile... if operators feed too much
and SG levels settle out and they need to back off level due to feeding to much vs. decay heat levels then they
could approach this same identified condition .... oscillations at minimum flow. Machine still needs to
reposition once they see they need more level again.., probably not much but a bit.

Not sure if they opened the min flow valve in this scenario, but approached it. If they did, its design is to
reclose. If it didn't reclose and failed, you could divert 400-600 gpm, but at that point in scenario, may not need
more than 400 gpm or less going back to SG for decay heat and energy losses. Levels in DWST would still be
high so NPSH not much a concern for awhile.

Just some initial thoughts to consider, and I may be off base with some assumptions

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2014 8:13 PM
To: Amer, Frank; Chambers, Michael; Cook, William
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine
Subject: MS3 - More on loctite

Eng logs
* 8/10/13 14:05 review of real time dynamic response data, speed oscillations at 109 minutes into run
* 8/11/13 04:14 as found conditions: lock nut for cam follower backed off and contacting back plate. Cam

follower displaced almost full width (3/8") out of cam slot. Lock nut tightened finger tight to put follower
back into position in slot and snugged with wrench... decision that follower will need replaced... joe
rigatti recommended that we check for excessive lateral movement of cam plate due to potential
problem/wear at front pivot point. Mtnc agreed to do this during reassembly. Sys eng and mntc
recommended that Loctite be allowed to be used on cam follower jam nut to precent it from loosening
and backing off again.., no special engineering paper or approval needed for a reasonable and careful
application of Loctite on a fastener such as this... applied 1 drop of Loctite 222 (low strength) to cam
follower nut during reassembly. Nut tightened snug. No torque for jam nut is specified in C MP 711
section 4.6.

Pat Finney
Salem SRI
856-935-3850
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From: Chambers. Michael
To: McKinley. Raymond; Finney, Patrick; Arner, Frank; Cook. William Cahill. Christopher; Schmidt, Wayne; Krohn,

Paul' Ambrosini. Joseohine; Haagensen. Brian' Krafty, James Shaffer. Steve; DeBoer. Joseph; Kei:hlev.
Elizabeth

Subject: RE: FOR YOUR AWARENESS-OE review
Date: Monday, February 24, 2014 7:51:42 PM
Attachments: GinnaAFW.SI,2009008.pdf

Tihanoe IRS208079.TIHANGE-2 Beloin PWR reoeat OSTs.odf
St Lucie LER PSL TDAFW failure 9-24-10.pdf
NRC IN 86-14.S2.OST of AFW. HPCI.RCIC.odf
NRC IN 93-51.OST of AFW Pos.odf
NRC IN 94-66.S1.OST due to Gov Vlv Stem Bindino.Rdf
NRC IN 2010-20 AFW Turbine Repeat Failures.ML101670005.odf
SOER 86-01 AFW Reliability.odf
imaae001ona

This is the most relevant OE I see in my files, includes SOERs, ERs, ENs, INs, CRs, etc.

IN 2014-03 Not applicable to Millstone issues, in fact a rehash of common 80s and 90s
issues. Unfortunately cyclic probably due to aging workforce/retirements.

Ginna, I think you've all seen already.

Tihange has very similar PI&R issue.

St Lucie interesting cam roller binding due to foreign material (lagging dust)

IN 86-14 has interesting read on problems due to governor not bleeding down enough
between starts. i.e. what happen could if you don't have a speed setting piston dump
device on your PG type governor and a procedure/training to address the issue.

IN 93-51 example of plant that blamed OST on water but later found governor control
problems, cam plate wear reduced margins and other minor issues that made plant
susceptible to greater than normal water introductions, some very small amounts of
greater than normal water. At this plant the TDAFWP started with FCVs closed so very
little damping on startup transients.

IN 94-66 Gov valve stem corrosion era(90's), not applicable to Millstone, but same
symptoms, different cause.

IN 2010-20 You've already seen this one, just included it FYI. Only major similarity is
repeat failures due to poor PI&R

NUREGICR-5857 ORNL-67 13 Aging of Turbine Drives for Safety-Related Pumps Nuclear
Power Plants- If you can dig this up in
ADAMS search it for "binding." Has some interesting and relevant history on Millstone
problems. Too big to attach.

SOER 86-01 doesn't directly relate to Millstone except to show that generally, we're still
having some of the same problems as in the 80's.

Michael Chambers, BSME, PE
US Nulear Regulatory Commision



RIV Security Inspector

1600 E Lamar Blvd.

Arlington, Tx 76011-4511

(0) 817-200-1572

(C) 305-338-3038
michael.chambers@nrc.gov
DISCOVER

FEBRUARY 16-22, 2014

From: MKinley, Raymond
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2014 10:38 AM
To: Finney, Patrick; Arner, Frank; Chambers, Michael; Cook, William; Cahill, Christopher; Schmidt,
Wayne; Krohn, Paul; Ambrosini, Josephine; Haagensen, Brian; Krafty, James; Shaffer, Steve; DeBoer,
Joseph; Keighley, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: FOR YOUR AWARENESS

FYI. A new IN going out about overspeed trip mechanism OE. I have not read it yet, but
from the brief description below, it sounds different from Millstone, but may have related
insights. Let me know if any of you had input into the IN, but I don't think you did. I did not.

Ray

Sent via My Workspace for iOS

--------Forwarded Message-------
From: "Benner, Eric" <Eric.Benner6nrc.gov>
Date: Saturday, February 22, 2014 at 9:50:35 AM
Subject: FW: FOR YOUR AWARENESS
To: "Dentel, Glenn" <Glenn.Denteh'dnrc.gov>
"McKinley, Raymond" <Rayrnond.McKinilevnrc.gov>, "Scott, Michael"
<Michae 1Scottwnrcjgov>
Were we involved? Ray, I cc'ed you for awareness for Millstone.

From: Lew, David
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2014 9:40 AM
To: Scott, Michael; Benner, Eric; Lorson, Raymond; Trapp, James
Cc: Dean, Bill; Tifft, Doug; McNamara, Nancy; Bearde, Diane; Sheehan, Neil
Subject: FW: FOR YOUR AWARENESS
Importance: High

FYI. Planned issuance of an IN with Salem as an example. I assume our staff had input
into the IN.



From: Uhle, Jennifer
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 6:33 PM
To: Roberts, Darrell; Brown, Frederick; Wert, Leonard; Lew, David; Reynolds, Steven
Subject: FW: FOR YOUR AWARENESS
Importance: High

DRAs,

NRR plans to issue the following Information Notices, as described below.

Information Notice, "Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Overspeed Trip Mechanism
Issues." ML13350A189. The IN informs the licensees of recent operating experience
related to improper adjustments of control mechanisms that led to inoperability of turbine-
driven-auxiliary Feedwater pumps. Examples are included from Wolf Creek Generating
Station, Unit 1 (R-IV) ; Palisades Nuclear Plant (R-Ill); Salem Nuclear Generating Station,
Unit 1 (R-1); and North Anna Power Station, Unit 2 (R-11). The IN is being jointly issued by
NRR and NRO. Mike Cheok has already signed off. It will be forwarded for Lawrence's
signature on Monday, February 24.

Information Notice, "Failure to Properly Pressure Test Reactor Vessel Flange Leak-Off
Lines." ML13193A002. The IN provides examples where the licensees did not perform, or
inadequately performed, a system pressure test of the reactor vessel flange leak-off lines.
The pressure testing is required under 10 CFR50.55a(g)(4) and described in the ASME
Code, Section XI. Two examples of such instances are included: Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station, Unit 2; and Arkansas Nuclear one, Unit 2. The staff has worked in
close coordination with R-IV (Contact: Isaac Anchondo), and the IN jointly will be jointly
issued by NRR and NRO. Mike Cheok has already signed off. It will be forwarded for
Lawrence's signature on Tuesday, February 25.

Please tell me if you have any issues with them.

Thanks and have a good weekend. Jennifer



McLaughlin, Marjorie

From: McLaughlin, Marjorie
Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2014 9:31 AM
To: Hanley, Kyle
Subject: RE: Millstone TDAFW Choice Letter

Hi, Kyle,

I am not sure how far along they are on writing the inspection report/ preliminary determination letter. Let me
check with the inspectors and I will let you know.

Marjey
U,_0

From: Hanley, Kyle
Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2014 8:45 AM
To. McLaughlin, Marjorie
Subject: Millstone TDAFW Choice Letter

Good Morning Marjorie!

I am working on setting my schedule to accommodate travel to Rill and was wondering when do you
guys expect to have the Millstone TDAFW document ready for review and issuance? No worries if you are not
sure, I just wanted to get a jump on my schedule =o) Thank you for your support!

Cheers,

Kyle J. Hanley
Enforcement Specialist
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Enforcement
Mail Stop: 0-4-A15A
301-415-1975
301-415-3431 FAX
kyle.hanleycnrc.qov

Confidentially Notice: The above email message, together with any forwarded emails or attachment(s), is for the sole use of the intended
recipient(s) and may contain information that is sensitive, privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable federal
law, Any unauthorized use or disclosure of the email message and any associated attachment(s) is prohibited. If you believe that you have
received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete it from your system. Thank You.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Finnev. Patrick
Ambrosini. Josephine Haapensen. Brian
FW: Input to Millstone SIT - Potential Green NCV
Wednesday, May 14, 2014 7:09:59 AM
CA281255 and CR531536.odf

MS3 residents,
1) CCIng you on an email from Cleary for awareness. 2) 1 am having Mike look at this for his potential
NCV. 3) If you have any comments to the contrary of Dominion's claim, please let me know.

From: Thomas G Cleary (Generation - 4) [thomas.g.cleary@dom.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 07:03
To: Finney, Patrick
Cc: William D Bartron (Generation - 4); Barbara J Willkens (Generation - 4); Clark D Maxson (Generation
- 4); Thomas G Cleary (Generation - 4)
Subject: Input to Millstone SIT - Potential Green NCV

Pat,

I am sending you this email specific to the potential green NCV related to the procedures for the Heim
bearing. We identified an additional corrective action which we should have shared with the team.

We identified a corrective action to revise procedure C MP 711 to ensure the Heim joint was installed in
the correct orientation. The corrective action is on page 9 of RCE001111, Revision 1.

Also in Attachment 1 of the RCE is a diagram of the linkage assembly (page 2 of 6 of Attachment 1,
RCE001111, Revision 1). It references the various components and comes from C MP 711.

Following approval of RCE00111, Revision 0 the corrective actions were entered into CRS. The
aforementioned action was assigned to Maintenance as CA281255. The date of CA281255 is April 18,
2014. The assigned due date is July 17, 2014.

Tom Cleary
Millstone Licensing
1-800-269-9994 x3232
Mailstop 475/5

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message contains information which may be legally
confidential and or privileged and does not in any case represent a firm ENERGY COMMODITY bid or



offer relating thereto which binds the sender without an additional express written confirmation to that
effect. The information is intended solely for the individual or entity named above and access by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disdosure, copying, distribution, or use
of the contents of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this
electronic transmission in error, please reply immediately to the sender that you have received the
message in error, and delete it. Thank you.
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DeBoer, Joseph

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Thomas G Cleary (Generation - 4) <thomas.g.cleary@dom.com>
Wednesday, May 14, 2014 7:03 AM
Finney, Patrick
William D Bartron (Generation - 4); Barbara J Willkens (Generation - 4); Clark D Maxson
(Generation - 4); Thomas G Cleary (Generation - 4)
Input to Millstone SIT - Potential Green NCV
CA281255 and CR531536.pdf

Pat,

I am sending you this email specific to the potential green NCV related to the procedures for the Heim bearing. We
identified an additional corrective action which we should have shared with the team.

We identified a corrective action to revise procedure C MP 711 to ensure the Heim joint was installed in the correct
orientation. The corrective action is on page 9 of RCEO01111, Revision 1.

Also in Attachment 1 of the RCE is a diagram of the linkage assembly (page 2 of 6 of Attachment 1, RCEO01111, Revision
1). It references the various components and comes from C MP 711.

Following approval of RCEO0111, Revision 0 the corrective actions were entered into CRS. The aforementioned action
was assigned to Maintenance as CA281255. The date of CA281255 is April 18, 2014. The assigned due date is July 17,
2014.

Tom Cleary

Millstone Licensing
1-800-269-9994 x3232
Mal/stop 475/5

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message contains information which may be legally
confidential and or privileged and does not in any case represent a firm ENERGY COMMODITY bid or offer
relating thereto which binds the sender without an additional express written confirmation to that effect. The
information is intended solely for the individual or entity named above and access by anyone else is
unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the contents
of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this electronic transmission in error,
please reply immediately to the sender that you have received the message in error, and delete it. Thank you.

1 2
-p



Central Reporting System Page I of 2

State Change History

Subtask
by PERRY,

RICHARD A

Draft
4/18/2014 12:08:48
Owner: PERRY,

RICHARD A

Assign
Department
by PERRY,

RICHARD A

Assigned
4/18/2014 12:08:59

Owner: CARBERRY,
KAREN K

Assign Evaluator
by CARBERRY,

KAREN K

In Progress
4/18/2014 13:13:26

Owner: PANEBIANCO,
RICHARD J

Section 1

Record #:
Revision Number:
One-Line Description:

Parent CR:
CR One-Line Description:
CR Description:

CR Deficiency Type:
CR Discovery Date:
CR Discovery Time:
CR Submitted Date:
CR Applicable to site:
CR Applicable to unit:
CR Initial Actions:
CR Significance:
CR Potential Repeat:
CR Previous Issues:
CR System(s):
CR Equipment Location:
CR CRT Comments:

CA281255
0
CAI Maint - Revise C MP711 to ensure the 3MSS*MCV5 linkage
connecting rod
CR531536: MILL - FWA*P2 tripped during Operational Test
FWA*P2 tripped during Operational Test
A slave relay start of the Turbine Driven Aux Feed Water Pump
was being performed. When the steam valves opened to start the
pump, I saw water spraying out of the end of the control valve
stem (This is normal for a cold Start). The turbine started rolling
but I saw no indication of the govenor taking control of speed.
After about 2 or 3 seconds, the turbine tripped. Control room was
Informed and the test was halted and the system was left in the
tripped condition.
Equipment
1114/2013
15:30:00
11/4/2013 16:54:40
MILL
Unit 3
Notified Control Room. Left system as Is.
2
Yes

AFW--AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
M33FWA*P2
Level 2 RCE assignment to Site Engineering.
(PI-AA-200 Alt 4, Nuclear Safety Plant Events, Potentially
Significant, 3, Unplanned reduction in Nuclear Safety Margin, a.
Inoperable train of a safety system: Aft 5 Repeat)

MRE assignment to Site Engineering.
Perform Maintenance Rule Functional Failure evaluation and
document results in the MRE workflow. If the event is determined
to be a functional failure ensure a related evaluation is performed
as required per ER-AA-MRL-100 Attachment 6 Instructions.

Work Order to repair.

2/12114 - added LTR assignment, requested by licensing (G
Closius)

Is this CA req'd to Restore Full Qualification or Functionality?: No
Detailed Assignment: Revise C MP711to ensure the 3MSS*MCV5 linkage connecting

rod, R2, Is properly Installed. Specifically, Step 4.6.6 should be
revised to add the underlined wording:

IF required ATTACH cam plate linkage to Li with proper
orientation of connecting rods RI and cam plate linkage (R2) as
shown on Attachment 1 (Unit 2) or Attachment 2 (Unit 3).
Other
No

CA Type:
Additional Review Required:

http://teamtrack.va.dominionnet.comltmtrack/tmtrack.dll?IssuePage&Template=printitem&recor... 05/14/2014



4.

Central Reporting System

Additional Reviewer 1:
Additional Reviewer 2:
Additional Reviewer 3:
Additional Reviewer 4:.
Additional Reviewer 5:
Assigned Department:
Assigned DCAC:
(a)(1) Corrective Action?:
Due By Event:
Event Description:'
Event Mode:
Event Date: .

Action Priority:
LTCA:
Assigned Due Date:
Assigned Evaluator:..
Assigned Supervisor: .
Text Question 1:
Text Answer 1:. .

Requested extension date:
# of Extensions Approved:
Extension Comments:
Follow on Assignments Req'd?:
Literal 1:

Literal 2:

Follow-on assignments:
Manager Review Requested?:
Manager to Review:
Additional Review Comments:
Plant Manager Comments:

* Management comments:'
Comments:
Old Record #:

Page 2 of 2

(None)
(None)
(None)
(None)
(None)
MILL - Maintenance
CARBERRY, KAREN K
No
No
(None)
(None)
(None)
N/A
No
7/17/2014
PANEBIANCO, RICHARD J
MCGOVERN, GEORGE E
Response:
Work with CA281269.
4/18114 emailed Rick P and Megan about this and CA281269.

0

(None)
NOTE: If Follow-on Assignments are required, you must
gain concurrence from all Responsible Departments prior to
proposing any actions that will be assigned to them.
If Yes, describe any follow-on action(s) below, Including
Department to receive the action. Otherwise, enter N/A:

No
(None)

Section 5
RM Attachment Links:

Subtasks

CR531536: MILL- FWA*P2 tripped during Operational Test
RCEO0I 111: MILL - SENG - LEVEL 2 RCE. FWA*P2 triooed during Ooerational Test

[Current Item]

Attachments
Subtask from: RCE001111: MILL - SENG- LEVEL 2 RCE, FWATP2 tripped during Operational Test by PERRY, RICHARD
A (4/18/2014 12:08:51)

Linked to: CA281269: MILL - CA8 Maint - Provide markup for C MP 711 learninas regarding governor tuning by CARBERRY,
KAREN K (4/18/2014 13:27:17).

Change History

http ://teamtrack~va.domiitionnet.comltmtrack/tmtrack.dll?lssuePage&Template=printitem&recor... 05/14/2014



Central Reporting System Page 1 of 4

State Change History

Submit
by ILIFF,

ROBERT S

MRE
by REILLY,
DAVID M

Return
by PERRY,
RICHARD A

Draft
11/4/2013
16:54:40

Owner: ILIFF,
ROBERT S

CRT
Assignment

Creation
11/6/2013
12:36:57
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

CRT
Assignment

Creation
211212014
10:06:26
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

Submit
by ILIFF,

ROBERT S

Complete
by REILLY,
DAVID M

Complete
by PERRY,
RICHARD A

Supervisor
Review

11/4/2013
16:56:43
Owner:
ACUNA,

CARLOS A

Assignments
Pending

11/6/2013
13:46:28
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

Assignments
Pending

2/12/2014
10:09:04
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

Complete
by ACUNA,
CARLOS A

Return
by PERRY,

RICHARD A

O/R Review
11/4/2013
17:37:16
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

CRT
Assignment

Creation
11/18/2013

6:49:00
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

Complete
by BRODEUR,

ERIC M

Complete
by PERRY,
RICHARD A

CRT Review
11/412013
17:45:41
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

Assignments
Pending

11/19/2013
13:02:26
Owner:

RESCEK,
GERARD E

Section 1

Applicable to site:
Record #:
Revision Number:
Submitter:
Submitter Dept.:
Submitter Phone Number:
Submitter Pager Number:
One-Line Description:
Description:

Discovery Date:
Discovery Time:
Method of Discovery:
Literal 1:

Associated with Boric Acid?:
Applicable to unit:
Associated w/ Equipment Location?:
System(s):
Equipment Location Display:

Equipment Location Links:

Initial Actions:
Additional CIA processes req'd?:
Text Question 1:
Text Answer 1:
C/As Initiated (REA, WR, ETC):

MILL
CR531536
0
ILIFF, ROBERT S
MILL - Operations
3820
4842
FWA*P2 tripped during Operational Test
A slave relay start of the Turbine Driven Aux Feed Water Pump was being performed.
When the steam valves opened to start the pump, I saw water spraying out of the end of
the control valve stem (This Is normal for a cold Start). The turbine started rolling but I
saw no Indication of the govenor taking control of speed. After about 2 or 3 seconds, the
turbine tripped. Control room was Informed and the test was halted and the system was
left in the tripped condition.
11/4/2013
15:30:00
SEFI (Self Identified)
If this CR is associated with the BACC Program, please ensure that the CR
Description contains sufficient information to ensure the ability to quickly locate
the component, which will ensure ALARA.
No
Unit 3
Yes
AFW--AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
Equipment Location - Critical Component - PRA Flag - Quality Classification -
Component Description

AS TURBINE DRIVEN AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

Notified Control Room. Left system as is.
N/A
Provide details for any Additional C/A processes needed:

http://teamtrack.va.dominionnet.comltmtrackltmtrack.dll?IssuePage&Template=printitem&recor... 05/14/2014



Central Reporting System

Tag Hung:
Tag Number:
Additional Contacts:
Supervisor - CR Review:
Question G:
Yes/No G:
Question H:
Yes/No H:
Question 1:
Yes/No 1:
Question J:
Yes/No J:
Question K:
Yes/No K:
Literal 2:
Unit 1% Pwr:
Unit 2% Pwr:
Unit 3% Pwr:
Unit I Mode:
Unit 2 Mode:
Unit 3 Mode:
OP-AA-102 Review Req'd?:
Is a TS SSC Affected?:

Page 2 of 4

No
N/A

ACUNA, CARLOS A
Is this CR an OperabilitylReportabllity Issue Requiring O/R Review?
Yes
Does this CR affect personnel safety?
No
Does this CR affect plant safety?
No
Does this CR involve plant equipment?
Yes
Is this CR an environmental concem?
No
Unit Conditions:
0
NA
100
Decommissioned
NA
Y
Yes
Yes

TS SSC Operability Assessment: Inoperable
Text Question 2: Basis for operability:
Text Answer 2: TDAFW Pump is inoperable until issue Is corrected.
Question L: Is an Operability Assessment req'd for an SSC, which Is Functional for Its TRM

function, to demonstrate operability for Its TS function?
Yes I No L: No
Literal 4: The basis for establishing IOD can be documented In the "Basis for Operability"

field. An IOD assignment does not necessarily need to be created.
Is an IOD Assignment Required?: No
LCO entered: Yes
Applicable LCO: T/S 3.7.1.2 action c
Non-TS SSC Functionality Assessment.: N/A
Literal 5: NOTE: If a RAS Is to be assigned to determine the answer to the next question,

select "TBD" (to be determined) for the answer to the next question.
Does it Impact a TS SSC?: N/A
Literal 6: The basis for establishing Non-TS SSC Functionality may be documented in the

"Basis for Operability" field. A RAS assignment does not necessarily need to be
created in these Instances.

Is a RAS Assignment Needed?: No
Literal 7: If this Condition Report Is addressing an SSC, document the qualification status of

the SSC in the following field. Otherwise select NIA. NOTE: An SSC can be
Operable or Functional and still not be Fully Qualified.

SSC Qualification Status: N/A
Reportable condition?: No
Text Question 3: Reportabillty Comments:
Text Answer 3:
Can IOD be established?:
Literal 3:
Leak Classification:
Leakage Severity:
OIR Comments:
Significance:
Deficiency Type:
Potential Repeat:
Previous Issues (Pis, CRs):
CR FLAGS:

(None)
If this CR Is associated with any system leakage, provide answers to the following:
(None)
(None)
TDAFW PUMP is inoperable pending correction.
2
Equipment
Yes

CRT Report Section 2

http://teanitrack.va.dominionnet.conmltmtrack/tmtrack.dll?IssuePage&Template=printitem&recor... 05/14/2014



Central Reporting System Page 3 of 4

CRT Report Section(s):
Screening Date:
License Renewal Flags:
Affected Department:

CRT Comments:

Critical Component Trend
MRule Evaluation Required
Unplanned LCOs
(None)
11/6/2013
(None)
MILL - Engineering - Site
MILL - Licensing
MILL - Maintenance
MILL - Operations
MILL - Outage and Planning
Level 2 RCE assignment to Site Engineering.
(PI-AA-200 Att 4, Nuclear Safety Plant Events, Potentially Significant, 3, Unplanned
reduction In Nuclear Safety Margin, a. Inoperable train of a safety system; Att 5 Repeat)

MRE assignment to Site Engineering.
Perform Maintenance Rule Functional Failure evaluation and document results in the
MRE workflow. If the event is determined to be a functional failure ensure a related
evaluation is performed as required per ER-AA-MRL-100 Attachment 6 Instructions.

Work Order to repair.

Comments:
2/12/14 - added LTR assignment, requested by licensing (G Closius)
11/18/2013 6:49:00 - PERRY, RICHARD A:
add NNOE to eng

2112/2014 10:06:26 - PERRY, RICHARD A:
Retum for LTR assignment

Old Record #:

Section 2

Trend Review Complete?: No
Process Code: (None)
Human Error Types: (None)

Org. & Mgmt Failure mode: C3 (inadequate Knowledge)
C4 (Lack of Commitment)
F10 (Inadequate Program or Process
Implementation)

Equipment Failure Modes: MBS (Binding/Sticking)
Secondary INPO criteria: ER.1 - Equipment Performance (INPO 05-003)

(inactive)
ER.2 - Prevention of Equipment Failures (INPO
05-003) (Inactive) •
ER.3 - Long-term Equipment Reliability (INPO
05-003) (Inactive)

Engineering Hot Buttons: ER Clock Reset (HCCF)
ER Component - active
ER.1.8-Cause Analysis & Corrective Action &
Effectiveness Reviews (12-003)

RP Hot Buttons: (None)
EP Hot Buttons: (None)
Security Hot Buttons: (None)
O&P Hot Buttons: (None)
Supply Chain Hot Buttons: Material Quality - Incorrect part - Vendor
Reactivity Mgmt Hot Buttons: (None)

Section 3

Activity Codes:
Process Related Failure:

HU Failure modes:

(None)
ARO (Accountability
Related)
(None)

Primary INPO criteria: (None)
Operations Hot Buttons: (None)

Maintenance Hot Buttons: (None)

Chemistry Hot Buttons:
Training Hot Buttons:
OR Hot Buttons:
NSS Hot Buttons:
Procedures Hot Buttons:
Other Hot Buttons:

(None)
(None)
(None)
(None)
(None)
(None)

Work Order Number(s):
Status Description:

53102677787
CLOSED

http://teamtrack.va.dominionnet.comtrtmtrackltmtrack.dll?IssuePage&Template=printitem&recor... 05/14/2014



Central Reporting System Page 4 of 4

Status Date: 3/13/2014 13:32:46
Actual Finish Date: 3/13/2014 13:30:04
Work Performed Description: TROUBLESHOOTING PLAN ONLY

AWO CLOSED PER RAY THO

Section 5
CR Completed Date: CR Printed Date:
CR Validated Date: CR Who Validated: (None)
RM Attachment Links:

Subtasks

Show Subtasks
Expand All

Attachments
Principal to: MRE016944: MILL - SENG - MRE. FWA*P2 tripped durina Operational Test by REILLY, DAVID M (11/6/2013
12:38:10)

Principal to: RCE001111: MILL - gENG - LEVEL 2 RCE. FWA*P2 tripDed during Operational Test by REILLY, DAVID M (11/6/2013
13:45:07)

Linked from: CR531945: MILL - MP3 Terry Turbine control valve, 3MSS*MCV5. leaks past stem during turbine start by RESCEK,
GERARD E (11/11/2013 12:37:51)

Principal to: NNOE001273: MILL - SENG NNOE - - FWA*P2 tripped during Operational Test (Inactive) by PERRY, RICHARD
A (11/18/2013 6:51:26)

Pdncioal to: LTR000778: MILL - Lic LTRE - FWA*P2 tripped during Operational Test (Inactive) by PERRY, RICHARD A (2/12/2014
10:08:28)

Change History

http://teamtrack.va.dominionnet.comltmtrackltmtrack.dll?lssuePage&Template=printitem&recor... 05/14/2014



Central Reporting System Page I of 5

State Change History

Section 1

Record #:
Revision Number:
One-Line Description:
Parent CR:

CR One-Line Description:
CR Description:

CR Deficiency Type:
CR Discovery Date:
CR Discovery Time:
CR Submitted Date:
CR Applicable to site:
CR Applicable to unit:
CR Initial Actions:
CR Significance:
CR Potential Repeat:
CR Previous Issues:
CR System(s):
CR Equipment Location:

CR CRT Comments:

MRE016681
0
SENG - MRE, Terry Turbine Linkage Issue Identified During System Engineering Wal
CR522896: MILL - Terry Turbine Linkage Issue Identified During System Engineering
Walkdown (Inactive)
Terry Turbine Linkage Issue Identified During System Engineering Walkdown
A System Engineering walkdown of TDAFW Pump was performed following run
associated with Rx Trip on 8/9/13. Walkdown identified misalignment of control valve to
governor linkage. Specifically, the "Cam Follower" (see attached C MP 711, Attachment
2) is not properly aligned in "Cam Plate." Pictures of linkage configuration are attached.

In addition, real time traces show that speed oscillations (hunting) were experienced
during TDAFW Pump operation (traces are attached). A review of traces revealed that
the discharge pressure momentarily exceeded the 3FWA*RV45 setpoint of 1850 psi.
The highest recorded value was 1869 psi. It is noted that the Terry Turbine speed
never challenged the overspeed trip setpoints. The highest speed recorded was 4656
rpm and the electrical overspeed trip is set at 4746 rpm.
Equipment & Non-Equipment
8/10/2013
12:00:00
8/10/2013 13:21:09
MILL
Unit 3
Contacted Shift Manager & OCC Personnel
2
No

MNS--MAIN STEAM
M33FWA*Tt/GOV
M33MSS*MCV5
08/21: Per CAART: CR significance remains 2, however the a level 3 ACE is specified.

08/15 CRT:
Level 3 ACE assignment to Maintenance.
(PI-AA-200 Att. 4, Equipment issues, Nuclear Safety Plant Events, Alt 5 Maintenance
Rule, Att 8 Medium Risk, Medium Uncertainty)

MRE assignment to Site Engineering.
Perform Maintenance Rule Functional Failure evaluation and document results in the
MRE workflow. If the event is determined to be a functional failure ensure a related
evaluation is performed as required per ER-AA-MRL-1 00 Attachment 6 Instructions.

Rework assignment to maintenance.

Work Order 53102656351 to troubleshoot and repair.
MRE assignment to Site Engineering.
Perform Maintenance Rule Functional Failure evaluation and document results in the
MRE workflow. If the event is determined to be a functional failure ensure a related
evaluation is performed as required per ER-AA-MRL-100 Attachment 6 Instructions.
No
(None)
(None)
(None)
8/23/2013
MILL - Engineering - Site
JANUS, CHRISTINE M
BARILE JR, JOSEPH G
STURGIS, RUSSELL A

Detailed Assignment:

Due By Event:
Event Description:
Event Mode:
Event Date:
Assigned Due Date:
Assigned Department:
Assigned DCAC:
Assigned Evaluator:
Assigned Supervisor:

http://teamtrack.va.dominionnet.conmtmtrackltmtrack.dll?lssuePage&Template=printitem... 06/10/2014



Central Reporting System Page 2 of 5

Literal 1:
Literal 2:

MR Function(s):
Literal 3:

Question 0:

Answer 0:
Text Question 6:
Text Answer 6:
Question R:

Answer R:
Question S:
Answer S:
Literal 12:
Question T:
Answer T:
Question U:
Answer U:
Literal 4:
MR Functional Failure:
Text Question 1:
Text Answer 1:

Maintenance Rule Evaluation Section:
Review the MR Scoping matrix to identify applicable function(s). If determined to
be an MRFF, select ONLY those functions that were determined to have failed.
Discuss the results of this review below, including functions that were considered
applicable, but not failed. If determined NOT to be an MRFF, identify ALL
functions below that were considered applicable. Discuss the results of the
review below. Develop and obtain approval of any necessary scoping changes.
MILL 03-AFW3322-1.01 Auxiliary Feedwater-Provide cooling water to the S/Gs.
A Functional Failure occurs when a system, structure, or component was in
operation performing its intended function or not in operation but was relied on to
operate, and the failure/unacceptable condition would have resulted In an inability
to provide the MR function(s) noted above. Failures Identified in post
maintenance testing before return to service (for failures specifically related to
the original scope of the maintenance performed) are not Functional Failures.
Discuss justification for MRFF determination above; if determined not to be an
MRFF, justification must be provided as well.
Did this condition impact a plant level monitoring criteria? A plant level event Is
considered a MRFF.
No
Explain:
This condition did not imapct any plant level criteria as defined in ER-AA-MRL-1 00.
Do any of the functions evaluated have condition monitoring criteria that apply to
this event?
No
Is this event considered a condition monitoring failure?
NA
If condition monitoring criteria was exceeded, then you must create an EPIX.
Was condition monitoring criteria exceeded?
NA
Is (a)(1) Evaluation required for condition monitoring criteria being exceeded?
NA
If you select "Yes" to the following question, you must create an EPIX.
No
Explain:
Misalignment of control valve to governor linkage is a degraded condition where no
failure occurred. There is reasonable assurance that the "Cam Follower" remained
capable of transferring the cam profile motion from the Cam Plate to the control valve
(3MSS*MCV5) valve stem.

Visual inspection confirmed the Cam Follower remained partially engaged in the Cam
Slot of the Cam Plate (detail of linkage assembly is attached). There was no binding of
Cam Follower, Washer, or Lock Nut configuration. The Lock Nut was up against
Fulcrum Support so that Cam Follower was unable to become fully disengaged from
Cam Slot. This determination was confirmed by Terry Turbine vendor contact Mr.
Edward Grandusky (Principle Engineer for Dresser-Rand). Ed reviewed the partial Cam
Follower engagement condition and confirmed that there is a high confidence that the
Terry Turbine remained fully capable of performing as designed.

All operational data indicated proper operation of the Terry Turbine. The pump started
after Reactor Trip on 8/9/13 and provided cooling as required. The Terry Turbine was
manually tripped (normal method) and then the governor rack position was reset by
admitting steam. Resetting the governor rack position is reliant on transferring motion
from the Cam Plate to the control valve (3MSS*MCV5) valve stem through the Cam
Follower. It is noted that there are no accident scenario's where TDAFW Pump is
required to restart after being intentionally secured in Mode 3.

Therefore, this condition is not a functional failure.
ACE0t 9548: MILL - Mntc - Terry Turbine Linkage Issue Identified During System
Engineering Walkdown (Inactive)
Yes
If this event results In any demand or run-time failure or of a risk significant key
component or an MSPI component, you must create an EPIX.
Did this event result in any demand or run-time failure of a risk significant key

Related Evaluation:

Is Function(s) Risk Significant?:
Literal 5:

Question A:

http://teamtrack.va.dominionnet.comltmtrackltmtrack.dll?lssuePage&Template=printitem... 06/10/2014
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Page 3 of 5

Answer A:
Text Question 2:
Text Answer 2:

Literal 6:
Question B:

Answer B:
Question C:

Answer C:
Question D:
Answer D:
Question E:

Answer E:
Question F:

Answer F:
Text Question 3:
Text Answer 3:
Literal 7:

Literal 8:
Question G:
Answer G:
Question H:
Answer H:
Question I:

Answer I:
Question J:

Answer J:
Question K:

Answer K:
Question L:

Answer L:
Question M:
Answer M:
Text Question 4:
Text Answer 4:
Literal 9:

Question N:
Answer N:
Literal 10:
Question 0:
Answer O:
Question P:

Answer P:
Text Question 5:
Text Answer 5:

component or an MSPI component?
No
Explain:
No failure occurred.
See text in answer 1 for details.
Part A - Is the failure due to any of the following:
Initial failure due to OEM design and manufacturing Inadequacy (excluding
previously Identified inadequacies that maintenance actions were initiated to
prevent)?
NA
Initial failure due to design Inadequacy In selecting or applying commercial grade
or "off the shelf" designed equipment?
NA
Initial failure due to Inherent material defect?
NA
Failure due to operational error (not related to maintenance being performed) or
external or Internal initiating events?
NA
Intentional Run to Failure (low risk significant components only with documented
run to failure analysis)?
NA
Explain:

If any of the above questions is answered "Yes" and the sole cause is from this
list, then the failure is not Maintenance Preventable. N/A Part B.
Part B - Was the failure due to any of the following:
Performance of incorrect maintenance procedure(s)?
NA
Incorrect performance of correct maintenance procedure(s)?
NA
Incorrect performance of maintenance performed without procedures but
considered skill of the craft?
NA
The same failure(s) that occurred in the Industry, as defined by Industry-wide
operating experience, that could have been precluded by an appropriate and
timely maintenance activity?
NA
Failure to perform maintenance activities that are normal and appropriate to the
equipment?
NA
Is initial failure on equipment that does not have preventive maintenance and is
not analyzed as run to failure?
NA
Is failure due to other maintenance related causes?
NA
Explain:

If the answer to any of these questions Is "Yes", then the failure is a Maintenance
Preventable Functional Failure (MPFF).
Is failure a Maintenance Preventable Functional Failure (MPFF)?
No
Part C - Considerations for performing an (a)(1)Evaluation.
Has performance criteria been exceeded?
No
Is this a Repeat MPFF? (Two or more failures within a two-year period that were
caused by the same maintenance related cause on the same or Identical type
component).
No
Ust other MPFFs and/or events that were Identified:
No failure occurred.
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Is (a)(1) Evaluation Required:
Literal 13:

Text Question 7:
Text Answer 7:
Literal 14:
Text Question 8:
Text Answer 8:
Text Question 9:
Text Answer 9:
Text Question 10:

Text Answer 10:
Text Question 17:
Text Answer 17:
Text Question 11:
Text Answer 11:
Text Question 12:
Text Answer 12:
Text Question 13:

Text Answer 13:
Text Question 14:

No
If risk significant, review Impact of MPFF on availability and the significance of
the failure. Consider performing an (a)(1) evaluation, even If performance criteria
is met, to address the need for entry into (a)(1) due to the potential impact of
unreliability on remaining availability for planned maintenance and testing or the
need for (a)(1) entry due to extent or consequence of the failure. If (a)(1)
Evaluation is not required, explain.
Explain:
No failure occurred.
(a)(1) Evaluation:
MR Performance Criteria Challenged:

Plant Issues/Condition Reports used In Review:

Events leading to exceeding performance criteria, repeat MPFF, condition
monitoring criteria, or degraded conditions being evaluated:

Causes being evaluated under the (a)(1) evaluation:

Similar industry functional failure events In the previous three year period:

Repeat MPFF events:

Surveillance and Maintenance Frequency. List the exlsltng PM and PT
frequencies and provide reason frequency Is adequate or identify If changes are
needed. (Include discussion of balance between reliability and unavailability):

Is Performance Criteria Adequate? (Include a discussion of the balance between
reliability and unavailability) Explain:

Text Answer 14:
Entry Into (A)(1) recommended?: No
Text Question 16: Explain:
Text Answer 16: No failure occurred.
Literal 15: Identify corrective actions to improve performance. Provide a summary of the

plan with expected completion dates and associated tracking numbers.
Text Question 15: Specific (a)(1) Corrective Actions:
Text Answer 15: N/A
(a)(1)Goal(s): N/A
Removal of SSC: Expected Date for Removal of SSC from (a)(1)
Expected Date of Removal:
Requested extension date:
# of Extensions Approved:
Extension Comments:
Manager Review Requested?:
Manager to Review:
Management comments:
Plant Manager Comments:
Comments:

Old Record #:

0

No
(None)

8/21/2013 12:24:29 -JANUS, CHRISTINE M:
need to address plant level criteria question- Entered by [JANUS, CHRISTINE M] from
[MRE] [ Coordinator Review]

Section 5
RM Attachment Links:'MRE DwQ of Cam.pdf

Subtasks

CR522896: MILL- Terry Turbine Linkage Issue Identified During System Enoineering Walkdown (Inactive)
[Current Item]

Attachments
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Subtask from: CR522896: MILL - Terry Turbine Linkage Issue Identified During System Engineering Walkdown (Inactive)
by REILLY, DAVID M (8/13/2013 13:34:56)

Linkage Configuration Drawing (463577 bytes) by BARILE JR, JOSEPH G (8/15/2013 9:04:42)
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From: Cook. William
To: Finnev. Patrick Arner. Frank; Chambers, Michael
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini. Josephine; Shaffer. Steve
Subject: RE:
Date: Monday, July 14, 2014 7:52:31 AM

.......... the MP3 TDAFW pump cam follower bearing nut became loose from rotational bearing friction
due to a combination of the higher operating friction from the incorrect bearing, insufficient torque,
and/or vibration." So, rather than Dominion saying it, we have to be the bearers of bad news and tell
them that their maintenance mechanics didn't properly tighten the retaining nut (insufficient torque) ???
? That's really stepping up to the plate .......

----- Original Message -----
From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, July 11, 2014 4:50 PM
To: Arner, Frank; Chambers, Michael; Cook, William
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine; Shaffer, Steve
Subject: FW:

From: Gary J Closius (Generation - 4) [gary.j.closius@dom.com]
Sent: Friday, July 11, 2014 16:28
To: Finney, Patrick
Cc: Clark D Maxson (Generation - 4); William D Bartron (Generation - 4); Thomas G Cleary (Generation -
4); Brian C Haagensen (Generation - 6); Haagensen, Brian
Subject:

Pat, I have uploaded two new documents into the Certrec database for the MPS3 TDAFW pump special
inspection (inspection ID - 93812 Special Inspection (SIT) - Millstone Unit 3 Turbine Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump Special Inspection). I have also attached them to this e-mail.

They are:

1. Title - Additional Engineering loose nut in ACE019548 (3)

2. Title - Valve Stem Connector Sketck w Loose Nut

The documents provide MPS engineering's assessment of why the pump cam follower bearing nut
loosened.

If you have any questions please contact me.

THANKS

Gary .. Closius
Ucensing
Dominion Nuclear Connecticut
Millstone Power Station
Phone: (860) 444-4232 (work)

(806) 889-3989 (home)
FAX: (860) 440-2091
e-mail: gary.j.closius@dom.com< mailto:gary.j.closiusadom.com>



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message contains information which may be legally
confidential and or privileged and does not in any case represent a firm ENERGY COMMODITY bid or
offer relating thereto which binds the sender without an additional express written confirmation to that
effect. The information is intended solely for the individual or entity named above and access by anyone
else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use
of the contents of this information is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this
electronic transmission in error, please reply immediately to the sender that you have received the
message in error, and delete it. Thank you.



From: Finney. Patrick
To: Cook. William Chambers. Michael Arner. Frank

Cc: Ambrosini, Josephine: Shaffer. Steve
Subject: Millstone TDAFWP SIT - Open Items List - Request confirmation

Date: Thursday, June 26, 2014 8:10:50 AM

Attachments: Oden items list June 25.odf

I would like the team to look at the attachment and confirm that the list of open questions
is accurate and comprehensive. Please respond by COB.

From: Thomas G Cleary (Generation - 4) [mailto:thomas.g.cleary@dom.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2014 3:02 PM
To: Finney, Patrick
Cc: William D Bartron (Generation - 4); Clark D Maxson (Generation - 4); Thomas G Cleary (Generation
- 4)
Subject: Millstone TDAFWP SIT - Open Items List

Pat,

Per our discussion, here is a printout of the open items we are tracking. For some of the recent
items which we have statused as "response provided" (hard copies to Bill Cook) , we are working to

provide electronic copies, also. Our plan is to have the electronic files ready to ship this week. We

are also working to get the Certrec Inspection Management System loaded as a means of making

these files available.

Tom Cleary
Millstone Licensing
1-800-269-9994 x3232
Mailstop 475/5

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message contains information which may
be legally confidential and or privileged and does not in any case represent a firm ENERGY
COMMODITY bid or offer relating thereto which binds the sender without an additional
express written confirmation to that effect. The information is intended solely for the
individual or entity named above and access by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not
the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the contents of this
information is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this electronic
transmission in error, please reply immediately to the sender that you have received the
message in error, and delete it. Thank you.



From: McKinley. Raymond
To: Cataldo. Paul

Cc: Ambrosini. Ipsephine: Haagensen. Brian Shaffer. Steve Defter. Joseph Lackson Donald ohna
Subject: FW: MS3 - SIT Report - PREDECISIONAL
Date: Monday, June 02, 2014 11:44:04 AM

Attachments: Millstone]R1408.docA

All,

Here is the most recent draft of the previous Millstone SIT that exited on May 9.

Ray

From: Finney, Patrick
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 3:49 PM
To: Amer, Frank; Cook, William; Chambers, Michael
Cc: McKinley, Raymond; Ambrosini, Josephine
Subject: MS3 - SIT Report - End of day status

Attached is where I stand with the report at the end of the day. The violation is all but
done so comments on that specific item are requested and appreciated.

Pat Finney

Salem SRI
856-935-3850


